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	The easy way to build effective online surveys for your business, with three months of free service!


	By targeting select response groups, online surveys are a great way to help your business, group, or organization get valuable feedback quickly. But with over 40 vendors and hundreds of options available, where do you start? This friendly book walks you step by step through the process of creating, launching, and getting results from an online survey.


	You'll learn about the tools involved, what results to expect, how to build a compelling survey, tips for identifying the right audience, and how to analyze the results. Discover

	
		What a survey is and how to put one together
	
		Survey lingo and a sample survey to study
	
		How to develop questions and assemble them into an attractive, easy-to-use interface that encourages response
	
		Tips for identifying and contacting the respondents you want to hear from
	
		The steps involved in making a usable analysis of the results
	
		Pitfalls to avoid, things to check out before launching a survey, and best practices



	With the book, you'll also receive three months of free service from a top survey vendor to get you started.
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Raspberry Pi CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		The world of Raspberry Pi is evolving quickly, with many new interface boards and software libraries becoming available all the time. In this cookbook, prolific hacker and author Simon Monk provides more than 200 practical recipes for running this tiny low-cost computer with Linux, programming it with Python, and hooking up sensors,...
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Elasticsearch BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical project-based guide to generating compelling search solutions using the dynamic and powerful features of Elasticsearch


	About This Book

	
		Discover the power of Elasticsearch by implementing it in a variety of real-world scenarios such as restaurant and e-commerce search
	
		Discover...
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VHDL Coding and Logic Synthesis with SynopsysAcademic Press, 2000
Unlike many other available references, this book is written specifically with practicality in mind. It has over 60 practical examples to help the reader learn how very high-speed integrated hardware description language (VHDL) coding and synthesis can be performed. Starting from simple VHDL coding, the book progresses to complicated, real-world...
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Let's Talk About Sex and Muslim Love: Essays on Intimacy and Romantic Relationships in IslamAl-Walaa Publications, 2016

	Sex, intimacy, and love remain taboo topics in many Muslim circles today. Some believe such intimate subjects should not be discussed at all, and others see no need for restrictions being placed on either their discussion or practice. Let’s Talk About Sex and Muslim Love is a collection of some of the most widely read essays and...
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Measurement and Instrumentation: Theory and ApplicationButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	Measurement and Instrumentation introduces undergraduate engineering students to the measurement principles and the range of sensors and instruments that are used for measuring physical variables. Based on Morris's Measurement and Instrumentation Principles, this brand new text has been fully updated with coverage of...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPhone Application Development in 24 Hours, 2nd EditionSams Publishing, 2010

	Figures and code appear as they do in Xcode


	Covers iOS 4.0 and up, and iPhone 4


	Additional files and updates available online


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build...
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